
Quality Time 
Together
GoDice transforms screen into 
a fun and social "board" game! 
Fun for everyone! Educational 
games, Games for Kids, for 
Family and for Adults. 

App

A Game room in 
Your Pocket
Super compact design, but as 
smart and versatile, makes it 
great for travels, carrying tons 
of games and family activities 
in the size of your pocket.

Play Smart and
Learn
Learn math with Bomb Squad,  
Count & calculate with Shut the 
Pool, Solve problems to Win 
with Pig! Play and learn math!

Enter the World of Connected Dice games
With GoDice 2 Pack

GoDice 2 Pack is a set of two smart connected dice, which connect to
an App and turn your tablet into an interactive board game. The app
has a rich library of fun and educational dice games for all ages. Each
die is equipped with 3D sensors, wireless connectivity, colorful light
system and instant 10 second charging solution that enables 2 hours
of gameplay. DICE MAGIC!



Technical and General Info

What’s included in the package

About Particula

• Set of 2 connectd dice (blue and black)
• Type C USB Charger
• Velvet pouch

3D Sensor (contact less) continuously track dice state
Bluetooth Low Energy (BT 5.0)
Lights colorful lights system
Materials High quality materials, Pastic ABS
Power Low power consumption: 2h of play with a 10sec charge. 
Manufacturer recommended age 8 years and up
Product Weight 148 gr, 5.2 ounces
Product Dimensions 2.44 x 2.44 x 5.3 inches, 6.2 x 6.2 x 13.5 cm
Package weight 148 gr, 5.2 ounces
Packaging size 2.44 x 2.44 x 5.3 inches, 6.2 x 6.2 x 13.5 cm
Master carton 41.5 x 28.2 x 32 (48 pcs) / 26.2 x 20 x 28.7 (24 pcs) cm
# of units in master carton 24/48
Master carton weight 48 pcs 8.17 kg
Item model number GoDice 2 Pack
Warranty 1 year
SKU GDN1-Set2
UPC 850007562441

Particula LTD is the developer of Smart Connected toys, puzzles and games, enabling a whole new fun and engaging way 
of playing in the 21st century. Its techy connected products are empowered with brain, sensors and connectivity, and 
accompanied by unique apps which connect them to the digital world. The company is a pioneer in the field of phygital 
social games, a novel, one of its kind playing experience, uniting the physical (handheld) toy with the digital 
(application). The company was founded in 2017, and while it often felt impossible, this magic obsessed team has 
figured out a way to solve one of the most challenging problems it encountered:  how to effectively fit a world of 
technology into a small, dynamic and affordable form factor. Today the company has a rich portfolio of products, eSport 
and playing platforms. The company focuses both  on the popular classics and educational toys, bringing them to the 
21st century and defining the future of play.
.


